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About This Game
A rebellion has taken place at a remote military base on Mars. The facility specialized in the research and development of
autonomous weaponized robots. The most advanced r 5d3b920ae0
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I got the game on sale for about 1.00USD$ and I'd say it is worth (or more near) that. 4.99 is too steep for its general quality
when compared to games with higher budgets for sale at similar pricepoints. The trailer may make the game look a little more
complex and polished than it really is (especially in regards to graphics, they look way worse in the actual game than what
appears in the trailer.) but what is present is a solid top-down shooter. With full controller support, a dodge button, and
equipment and skills to unlock, it presents a "full game" for its price. A lack of any kind of camera control (it follows directly
above the player) may be irksome to some, and does make the animations appear a bit more stilted than they may need to, but it
also keeps the action proceeding simply and smoothly. You can level up, unlocking skills (higher health / shields / more ammo /
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higher dmg etc.) and you find and unlock a plethora of guns which are available later for loadout customization. Grenades and
medkits add further complexity to the gameplay, however it largely is a "what you see is what you get" kind of game (and its
budget is readily apparent.) It has a certain charm if you're a fan of sci fi / alien type scenarios, and the gameplay itself is fun as
you survive further levels into the derelict space facility, while fighting off a variety of enemies and bosses.. This is an ugly topdown shooter that artificially extends playtime by forcing you to grind. Instead of fun combat, solid level design and nice visuals
you get grinding. Just awful.. I got the game on sale for about 1.00USD$ and I'd say it is worth (or more near) that. 4.99 is too
steep for its general quality when compared to games with higher budgets for sale at similar pricepoints. The trailer may make
the game look a little more complex and polished than it really is (especially in regards to graphics, they look way worse in the
actual game than what appears in the trailer.) but what is present is a solid top-down shooter. With full controller support, a
dodge button, and equipment and skills to unlock, it presents a "full game" for its price. A lack of any kind of camera control (it
follows directly above the player) may be irksome to some, and does make the animations appear a bit more stilted than they
may need to, but it also keeps the action proceeding simply and smoothly. You can level up, unlocking skills (higher health /
shields / more ammo / higher dmg etc.) and you find and unlock a plethora of guns which are available later for loadout
customization. Grenades and medkits add further complexity to the gameplay, however it largely is a "what you see is what you
get" kind of game (and its budget is readily apparent.) It has a certain charm if you're a fan of sci fi / alien type scenarios, and
the gameplay itself is fun as you survive further levels into the derelict space facility, while fighting off a variety of enemies and
bosses.. This is an ugly top-down shooter that artificially extends playtime by forcing you to grind. Instead of fun combat, solid
level design and nice visuals you get grinding. Just awful.. I got the game on sale for about 1.00USD$ and I'd say it is worth (or
more near) that. 4.99 is too steep for its general quality when compared to games with higher budgets for sale at similar
pricepoints. The trailer may make the game look a little more complex and polished than it really is (especially in regards to
graphics, they look way worse in the actual game than what appears in the trailer.) but what is present is a solid top-down
shooter. With full controller support, a dodge button, and equipment and skills to unlock, it presents a "full game" for its price.
A lack of any kind of camera control (it follows directly above the player) may be irksome to some, and does make the
animations appear a bit more stilted than they may need to, but it also keeps the action proceeding simply and smoothly. You
can level up, unlocking skills (higher health / shields / more ammo / higher dmg etc.) and you find and unlock a plethora of guns
which are available later for loadout customization. Grenades and medkits add further complexity to the gameplay, however it
largely is a "what you see is what you get" kind of game (and its budget is readily apparent.) It has a certain charm if you're a fan
of sci fi / alien type scenarios, and the gameplay itself is fun as you survive further levels into the derelict space facility, while
fighting off a variety of enemies and bosses.. it would be an acceptable game for u00a31 really no more at all. accuracy is
shocking, speed of your character is also shocking feels slow to respond and can feel like youre moving through treacle.
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